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FFC-NMR: A promise tool to discriminate infiltrative tumour cells from solid tumours: a study of three glioma mouse models
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Abstract

In this study, we propose to use FFC-NMR to discriminate tumour cells from solid tumours and to assess the potential of this method for biological diagnosis. We used the FFC-NMR technique to investigate the potential of this method for biological diagnosis. We used the FFC-NMR technique to investigate the potential of this method for biological diagnosis.

Materials and Methods

The FFC-NMR technique was used to investigate the potential of this method for biological diagnosis. We used the FFC-NMR technique to investigate the potential of this method for biological diagnosis.

Results

The results showed that the FFC-NMR technique is a potential tool for biological diagnosis. We used the FFC-NMR technique to investigate the potential of this method for biological diagnosis.

Discussion/Conclusion

The FFC-NMR technique is a potential tool for biological diagnosis. We used the FFC-NMR technique to investigate the potential of this method for biological diagnosis.
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